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BLOCKCHAIN REPORT 

FOREWORD 

 

As Bitcoin reaches new ATH at $66k and the Total Cryptocurrency Market Cap 

reached $2.6T, is with great delight that I present to our readers our second Blockchain 

report. 

Decentralized Finance continues to surprise everybody with new and exciting 

projects in the most various industries. You can now trade, get a loan or even pay an 

insurance premium in a fully decentralized way.  

In addition, new areas are coming up like Play-to-earn (P2E), where with the 

alignment of the right incentives, anybody can gain money while having fun by playing a 

video game. This turns out to be an outstanding case study for a mechanism to get help 

people in low-income countries to get out of the poverty line, especially where a few dozen 

extra dollars can be life-changing.  

With the new Bitcoin ETF launch, the sky (or the moon) is the limit for Retail and 

Institutional Investors to get their hands-on life-changing returns and a mechanism to cope 

with the never-ending central banking printing machines.  

Hope with this report, ITIC can continuously grow awareness of these markets to 

our readers. 

Enjoy! 

 

Tiago Pratas 
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PANORAMIC OVERVIEW OF THE MARKET 

Looking at data in Figure 1 we can see that the two main cryptocurrencies had a spectacular 

rise in their price as well as their market caps in the recent past.  

 

Figure 1 – Cryptocurrency Price, Growth, Market Cap and Market Dominance. (Source: CoinMarketCap) 
 

Disregarding Bitcoin and Ethereum for once, looking at figure 1, we can assess that the (not 

so) secondary cryptocurrencies like Cardano, XRP, and Solana have been growing massively as 

well. Problems with Ethereum and its blockchain may be the cause for this “Ethereum Killers” rally, 

as we will explain afterward. High transaction fees and slow transaction speed are the main reasons 

behind investors moving from Ethereum to Solana, for example. As stated on Solana's website, the 

company is currently handling 50,000 trades per second whereas the transaction pace on 

Ethereum is only 13 per second and its transactions fees are much lower than on Ethereum. As a 

matter of fact, Solana is a far more centralized protocol, but at the end of the day, an average 

blockchain user wants a product they can use. 

Let’s take a look at some important events regarding the cryptocurrency market in the last 

few months (Yahoo Finance). 

While this is very important to know, even more important than that, is knowing the motives 

for such growth and volatility in the past year. For that, we have some news that should help you 

understand this phenomenon and have some more insight into what the future of Crypto is. 

 

 
 

01/10/21 Bitcoin Ethereum Cardano XRP Solana 

Price $48,436.01 $3,329.85 $2.27 $1.06 $164.74 

Price Growth (YTD) 66% 347.7% 1,117.6% 312.8% 8,937.5% 

Price Growth (YOY) 351% 878.6% 6,024.5% 337.7% 5,551% 

Market Cap $906,127,699

,408 

$389,475,327

,627 

$72,318,306,

217 

$48,743,111,

955 

$48,133,442,

239 

Market Dominance 47% 20% 3.76% 2.5% 2.5% 
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Bitcoin prices surge to over $55k  
 

At the time of writing (9th of October), Bitcoin is already over 55k USD. It’s the highest value 

since May 12th, the day it dropped over 12%, starting a big fall, which made bitcoin reach values 

under 30k USD. This latest rally is attributed to SEC Chair Gary Gensler’s statement to US Congress 

on Tuesday, regarding the non-existence of plans to ban cryptocurrencies.  

While, right now, the trend seems to be upwards, anyone interested in buying Bitcoin, should 

be wary of the inherent risk of it going back down, as volatility is a big part of most Cryptocurrencies, 

including BTC. However, as traditional markets struggle due to the current macroeconomic 

environment, with a potential Chinese economic crisis and falling stock prices, BTC is becoming 

more resilient to these problems. 

 

JPMorgan talks about Bitcoin and Gold, as Inflation Hedges. 
 

Even though BTC has seen large fluctuations this year, “Institutional investors appear to be 

returning to Bitcoin”, according to JPM, “perhaps seeing it as a better inflation hedge than gold.” 

This note makes sense, as Coinbase’s Q1 report showed that of the $335 billion in trades made 

through the company, around 64% was from 8,000 different institutional investors. Even the head 

of George Soros’ hedge fund, admits that the fund owns some coins, and Kevin O’Leary, who 

proudly admits that his crypto holdings outweighed the allocation of gold in his portfolio. 

 
China’s Crypto Ban 

 

On the 24th of September, China’s top regulators banned all cryptocurrencies from being 

traded and mined. Something that strongly disrupted the crypto market, as China is or, more 

precisely - was home to the majority of mining rigs. For example, in April 2021, China homed 46% 

of the world’s Bitcoin mining action, being the country with the most activity alongside the USA 

which comes in second at 16.8%, according to the data collected by the Cambridge Center for 

Alternative Finance shows. As the world woke up to this news, Bitcoin plunged 8% further 

worsening its situation, which was getting better after its 44% decline between May and July. 

According to information showcased on the People’s Bank of China’s website, Crypto-linked 
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negotiations are deemed illegal, together with services supplied by off-shore exchanges. Despite 

this line of events, some people continue to be optimistic towards the crypto market – Ganesh 

Viswanath Natraj, assistant professor of Finance at Warwick Business School, says that China’s ban 

of all crypto transactions will have some short-term effects on the currency’s valuation but those 

long-term ramifications are expected to be muted. Despite this aversion towards digital currencies, 

China is planning to issue a digital variant of its Fiat currency, the Yuan. With this, the People’s Bank 

of China is on track to become the first main central bank to release a crypto, with the objective of 

keeping up with a fast-digitizing economy (Bloomberg). 

 

Coinbase’s Hacker Problem 

 

At the beginning of October, Coinbase revealed that hackers had stolen from, at least, 6,000 

different platform users during the period comprehended between the 20th of March and the 20th 

of May, as reported in California’s Attorney General’s website. The online pirates took advantage 

of a 2FA (two-factor-authentication) glitch to attain access to the accounts and then wired the funds 

to other wallets which were not related to Coinbase. While hackers had access to victims' email 

address, passwords, and phone number, Coinbase has come forward and asserted that there 

wasn’t any evidence about whether they’d got that information from Coinbase or not (Reuters). 

 
Ethereum’s September Blues  
 

Ethereum went through a very difficult month, dipping 13% - a plunge only second to its 

16% plunge in June. Despite this, it’s important to note that it is still roughly 830% in the green since 

past year. It can also be pointed out that there has been a major cryptocurrency rally in the past 

year, so depreciation is likely to take place. And because after the storm comes the calm, investors 

were quick to take the train along with the September dip which thus led to Ether opening up 

October with a 9% climb. But this “September Blues” may mirror a rocky stretch for the Ethereum 

environment, with some underlying problems, something that has left Ethereum holders worried.  

On one hand, there was the unpredictable split of Ethereum into two different chains, in the 

last days of August – someone took advantage of a bug in an old version of the chain’s central node 

software, known as Geth, which forms about 75% of Ethereum’s nodes and at least 73% of these 

Geth nodes haven’t been updated to fix the bug which indicates that around half of Ethereum’s 

nodes are in a split-off string with erratic and old software. To add insult to injury, the network’s 
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speed remains slow and transaction fees are still pricey, which was something that the “London” 

update in August was meant to solve – this upgrade came as a way to solve a long-lasting problem 

adjacent to Ethereum, its scaling problems, and extremely uncertain trading fees, which recently 

had been getting worse due to the rise in appeal towards nonfungible tokens and a huge expansion 

in Defi (decentralized finance), as both widely operate within the Ethereum blockchain. 

Unfortunately, this “London” upgrade had a limited effect and adding to the first point, these factors 

may be impacting the speculation sector. However, according to Mati Greenspan, founder and CEO 

of Quantum Economics, we shouldn’t forget that Ethereum has appreciated considerably thus far 

this year, so we oughtn’t to “read too deeply into these short-term movements”, he said in an 

interview. As a consequence of these short-term problems, users are starting to choose “Ethereum 

Killers”, like Cardano and Solana, over Ethereum (CNBC, TheStreet). 

 

Cryptocurrency and North Korea Conspiracy 

 

Ending September, a former senior researcher with the Ethereum Foundation and 

Cryptocurrency expert, Virgil Griffith, confessed to conspiring to aid North Korea to escape 

sanctions. Griffith infringed the US International Emergency Economic Powers by helping North 

Korea, including technical information on how to use blockchain and crypto to escape sanctions. 

He gave a presentation at a conference in Pyongyang that concentrated on “how blockchain 

technology such as ‘smart contracts’ could be used to benefit the DPRK, including in nuclear 

weapons negotiations with the United States”. According to US Attorney Audrey Strauss, Griffith 

traveled to North Korea to provide cryptocurrency services to North Korea and to “assist North 

Korea in evading sanctions”. His sentence will be carried out in January, making him face up to 20 

years in jail but, considering he pleaded guilty, it may mean that his final sentence is reduced (BBC). 

 

AMC Theaters now lets you buy digital gift cards with Dogecoin. 

 

As AMC's image as a "meme stonk" thrives, AMC is trying to lean on it, by letting people 

buy gift cards using Dogecoin. Other cryptocurrencies, such as BTC and ETH, are already expected 

to be accepted as payment methods later this year. Adam Aron, AMC’s CEO, said that while they 

are working on enabling crypto payments for movie tickets, customers can buy up to $200 worth 

of gift cards, per day, using Dogecoin or other cryptocurrencies, through a BitPay Wallet. 
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Solana Transactions Stop as Mainnet Experiences Intermittent 
Instability 

 

According to SolScan, a blockchain explorer, the Solana blockchain stopped processing 

transactions at 11:58 UTC on September 14th, creating a three-hour gap in transactions.  

The Solana Foundation issued a statement acknowledging this problem and called network 

validators to join the project’s Discord server to help solve the issue with the mainnet beta. The 

explanation for this issue was resource exhaustion, causing a denial of service on the blockchain. 

Developers have since released a patch that should solve some of these issues. This incident shows 

that Solana is not a truly decentralized blockchain solution. 

 

New Zealand-based cryptocurrency exchange Easy Crypto secures 
funding 

 

The three-year-old firm announced in a press release on Wednesday, the 6th of October, 

that it had secured a $12 million Series A funding. In this release, Easy Crypto highlighted its intent 

to expand its business in Southeast Asia, as they already do business in some countries from this 

region, such as Australia and New Zealand.  

Easy Crypto’s platform, which was founded by two siblings, has seen its number of users 

grow 5 times over the past year, as it allows users to buy and sell more than 150 cryptocurrencies.  

 The funding should accelerate their global growth, with the objective of making cryptocurrency 

easily accessible to even more customers across the world, according to Janine Grainger, CEO 

and one of the founding siblings.  

  In conclusion, it’s possible to say that while the Crypto Market is currently on a messy spot, 

the community believes in it even more than before, and it is making its way into our lives, sooner 

than most expect it. 
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PROJECT ANALYSIS: Ethereum 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Correlation between Bitcoin and Ethereum (Source: Coinmetrics) 

Being the two biggest cryptos in the market, we think that is relevant to analyze their 

correlation through time. As we can see by the image above, from the beginning of 2018 until the 

end of 2020, Bitcoin and Ethereum have established a correlation (Pearson Correlation), that is 

over 0.7. During these two years, the crypto market was under a bear market scenario, having little 

raise in the price change over the months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Major Cryptoassets by Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (BTC Dominance Chart) 

(Source: CoinMarketCap) 
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During this time, Bitcoin kept gaining dominance over the market. As we can see in the 

figure 3, Bitcoin went from representing 40% of the Crypto Market Capitalization to 70%, heavily 

influencing the rest of the market. As a disclaimer, we need to have in mind that Bitcoin gaining 

market dominance doesn’t necessarily mean that the price is going up. This phenomenon can also 

be explained by the fact that the rest of the market was going down and a lot of altcoins perished 

from the market. 

Over the last year, while the bull market was intensifying, the correlation dropped to values 

close to 0.5 in the beginning when Bitcoin’s popularity boomed. As the popularity spread to the rest 

of the market, it went up. As of now, Bitcoin and Ethereum correlate close to 0.9. 

Ethereum exchanges reserves in the last year have been going down 
 

 

 

Figure 4: All Exchanges Reserve for Ethereum (Source: cryptoquant.com) 

Taking into consideration that since the beginning of the year, Ethereum went from $700 to 

establishing an all-time high of over $4300, it’s a surprise for most of the investors when we see 

that Ethereum tokens are leaving the exchanges. 

With Ethereum 2.0 and staking, the number of long-term investors that decide to stake their 

tokens has been growing. People start to look at cryptocurrencies as an investment, so they are 

choosing to keep their tokens in cold wallets or earn some passive income while they wait for the 

right moment. 
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Figure 5 - (Source: chainalysis.com) 

Right now, one of the main reasons that Ethereum tokens are leaving the exchanges is the 

fact that a big part of them is going to be “in transit”. People are beginning to use Ethereum as a 

form of payment for a lot of things. As a result of that, more than ever, Ethereum tokens are moving 

from one user wallet to another’s. 

The growth of the NFT market plays a big role in this matter. With some Non-Fungible 

Tokens being sold for millions of dollars, the amount of Ethereum that is transferred between wallets 

is increasing. We also need to look at the big development in the tech industry over the last year, 

with more companies making moves like adopting crypto as a form of payment or to secure a 

transaction. Ethereum is one of the most advanced and popular blockchains, one good reason for 

being the main currency for crypto payments, along with Bitcoin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 – NFT Sales on Opensea (Source: Reuters)  
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Ethereum tokens are getting out of exchanges and people are using them as a form of 

payment or as a medium to long-term investment.  With a less volatile market and fewer tokens in 

the exchanges, Ethereum is less likely to have sudden crashes in the market caused by some news 

that has a direct influence on Ethereum price, making this cryptocurrency very attractive for big 

investors and companies that plan to implement the blockchain technology in their products and 

services.  

In addition to this, the number of active addresses (wallets) on Ethereum was exceeding the 

number of active Bitcoin addresses. 

 

Figure 7 – Ethereum Active Addresses Historical Chart (Sources: Bitinfocharts)  

 

 

Figure 8 - Bitcoin Active Addresses Historical Chart (Sources: Bitinfocharts) 

 

While, the number of active addresses on Bitcoin's blockchain crashed by about 60%, from 

1.3 million to roughly 500,000, Ethereum Blockchain shows a heavy user’s utilization since the 

network saw over 200,000 more active wallets than Bitcoin on June 27. Bitcoin had over 462,000 

active addresses while Ethereum had over 689,000. 
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HOT BLOCKCHAIN REPORT: Cardano (ADA) 

As for altcoins, ADA appears to be an interesting project in development. The project was 

started in 2017, by the blockchain development company Input Output Hong Kong (IOHK), with its 

CEO Charles Hoskinson in charg. Charles Hoskinson has previous experience in the area, being 

the cofounder of Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, and BitShares.  

The Cardano’s digital currency ADA was named after Ada Lovelace, as a tribute to the 

English mathematician who is recognized as the first computer programmer.  

Cardano has assumed itself as an alternative to Ethereum, as a more updated and efficient 

version. This project has the objective of providing banking services to individuals that don’t access 

and use them currently throughout the world.  

Cardano is a third-generation decentralized PoS (proof of stake) blockchain, as a way to be 

more energy-efficient than the PoW (proof of work) blockchain that other coins use, such as Bitcoin 

and Ethereum. The CEO, as a co-founder of the PoW blockchain Ethereum, understood that this 

type of blockchain can have several limitations, such as slow transactions time and energy 

consumption.  From this realization, he began to develop Cardano and the coin ADA in 2015.  

Cardano is built on five primary stages: foundation, decentralization, smart contracts, 

scaling, and finally, governance. 

This project uses the Ouroboros consensus protocol to run on. This protocol was initially 

created by Cardano in its primary development stage. Ouroboros is the first PoS protocol that is 

informed by scholarly academic research and that has proved to be secure.   

As for each development phase in the project, it is backed up by the previously mentioned 

academic research framework, using reviewed insights, and incorporating them for a better 

progress towards each goal in the network.  

As for enterprise-level uses, Cardano has been currently developing a smart contract 

platform for the development of decentralized apps.  
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The Cardano team has planned for the upcoming future to implement an on-chain 

democratic governance system (Project Catalyst) to manage the ongoing projects and to 

reconstruct their treasury management system.  

However, at the beginning of September, there were problems with the users being unable 

to make swaps on the decentralized exchange (DEX) built on Cardano’s Plutus platform. Users 

claimed this to be because of a “fundamental issue” with the platform, saying that the unspent 

transaction output model that’s used by the blockchain is only capable of one transaction per block. 

IOHK has tried to refute the allegations on this, by publishing a thread on social media. 
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DISCLAIMER 

 
This report was elaborated by Equity Research Analysts from the Research Division 

of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. ISCTE Business School does not take 

responsibility for the information expressed in this document. All data was collected by our 

analysts from Bloomberg L.P. and Thomson Reuters databases and used to generate 

statistics and graphs in excel software. These graphs are property of ITIC and should not 

be copied.  

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club is a Training & Research Association of 

Finance & Investment, headquartered in ISCTE Business School, Lisbon. Copyright 2017 

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. All rights reserved. This report has been 

prepared and issued by ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club for publication globally.  

All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly 

available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the 

accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those 

of the equity research division of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club at the time of 

publication. The securities described in Equity Research may not be eligible for sale in all 

jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors.  

 

No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any 

means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment 

Club. 
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Our Club 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ISCTE Trading & Investment Club (ITIC) is a non-profit student organization of ISCTE 

Business School, who promotes training and research in Finance and Investment. The 

club intends to train the best professionals in the industry and promote its analysts by 

their commitment to producing useful and truthful information and analysis based on 

excellence. 

 

#FinancialKnowledge 

More content in www.itic-iscte.com 

 
Disclaimer: All content present in this newsletter has only an informative nature and should not be seen as financial advisory of any sort. 

http://www.itic-iscte.com/

